
Medicines Amendment Bill (No 2)

Government Bill

As reported from the committee of the whole House

This bill was formerly part of the New Organisms and Other Matters

Bill as reported from the Education and Science Committee. The
committee of the whole House has further amended the bill and has

divided it into the following bills:

• The Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Amendment

Bill, comprising clause 1, Parts 1 and 2, and the Schedule

. The Agricultural Compounds and Veterinary Medicines
Amendment Bill *To 2), comprising Part 3

• This bill, comprising Part 4

• The Biosecurity Amendment Bill (No 2), comprising Part 5
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The Parliament of New Zealand enacts as follows:

1

(1)

(2)

55

Title

This Act is the Medicines Amendment Act (No 2) 2003.

In this Act, the Medicines Act 19811 is called "the principal
Act".

1 1981 No 118

Commencement

This Act comes into force on 30 October 2003.

Interpretation

Section 2(1) of the principal Act is amended by inserting, in
their appropriate alphabetical order, the following definitions:

"ERMA means the Environmental Risk Management Autho-

rity established under the Hazardous Substances and New
Organisms Act 1996

"new organism has the same meaning as in section 2A of the

Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996

"qualifying new medicine means a new medicine that-
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"(a) is or contains a new organism; and

"(b) meets the criteria set out in section 38H(3) of the Hazard-
ous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996

"qualifying organism means a new organism that is or is
contained in a qualifying new medicine".

New (unanimous)

New section SA inserted

The principal Act is amended by inserting, after section 5, the
following section:

Relationship with Hazardous Substances and New
Organisms Act 1996
In relation to medicines that are or contain hazardous sub-

stances or new organisms, the requirements of this Act are

additional to the requirements of the Hazardous Substances
and New Organisms Act 1996."

56 New sections 24A to 24G inserted

The principal Act is amended by inserting, after section 24,
the following headings and sections:

"Qualifying new medicines

"24A Assessment of qualifying new medicines

The Director-General may grant (a conditional release) afl
approval under section (386)  of the Hazardous Substances
and New Organisms Act 1996 for the release of a qualifying
new medicine if he or she-

"(a) has the consent of the Minister to do so; and

"(b) is acting under a delegation from ERMA given under
section 19 of that Act.

"24B Procedure if Director-General declines to grant

(conditional release) approval
If the Director-General declines to grant (a conditional

release) 211 approval because the new organism is not a
qualifying new medicine, then-

"(a) the Director-General must-

"(i) (must) inform ERMA that the new medicine is
not a qualifying new medicine; and
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"(ii) provide ERMA with a copy of all information
(from assessing the safety, quality, and efficacy
of the new medicine) that the Director-General

considers may assist ERMA in deciding whether

to approve or decline the application under the
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act
1996; and

"(b) the Minister must not consent under section 20 (of this

Act) or give provisional consent under section 23 to the
distribution, sale, or advertising of the medicine unless
the Minister receives written advice from ERMA that

the medicine has been approved for release under the
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996.

"Approval of medicines required for use in special
ernergency

"24C Interpretation

In sections 249 to 246, unless the context otherwise requires,-

"hazardous substance has the same meaning as in section
2(1) of the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act
1996

"responsible Minister has the same meaning as in section 49A
of the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996

"special emergency has the same meaning as in section 49A of
the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996.

"24D Approval of medicines required for use in special
emergency

"(1) An application may be made to the Minister for approval to
distribute (or use), sell, or advertise in a special emergency a
medicine that is or contains a hazardous substance or new

organism.

"(2) The Minister may approve an application under subsection (1)
with or without icontrols) conditions, as long as the Minister
is satisfied that-

"(a) the special emergency has been declared and has not
come to an end; and

"(b) the medicine is required for the special emergency; and
"(c) the application complies with subsection (3)
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"(3) An application under subsection (1) must-
"(a) be accompanied by the prescribed application fee (if

any); and

"(b) be in a form approved by the Director-General; and

"(c) be accompanied by any information that the Minister

considers is necessary for determining whether or not to

approve the application.

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(4) An approval granted under this section is in addition to, and

not in substitution for, any approval required under the Haz-
ardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996.

"24E Notification or publication of approval

The approval of an application under section 240 must be
notified in the Gazette.

"24F Duration of approval
An approval of an application under section 240 takes effect on

the day specified in the approval, and expires on the earlier
of-

"(a) the date of expiry (if any) of the special emergency
specified by the responsible Minister in-

"(i) the declaration declaring the special emergency;
or

"(ii) a later declaration declaring that the special emer-
gency has ceased; or

"(b) the date of expiry (if any) specified by the responsible

Minister in the approval, which must not be later than
the date of expiry of the special emergency; or

"(c) if paragraph (a) or paragraph (b) does not apply, 2 years

after the date on which the approval is granted.

"246 Consequences of expiry of approval

On the expiry of an approval of an application under section
24D, the medicine to which the approval applies must not be
distributed or used unless authorised by or under any other
provision of this Act."
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Struck out (unanimous)

1

Exemptions for practitioners and others
Section 25 of the principal Act is amended by inserting, after
subsection (3), the following subsection:

"(3A) This section does not apply to medicines that are qualifying
new medicines."

58 Exemptions for pharmacists

Section 26(4) of the principal Act is amended by inserting,

after the word "medicine", the words "(not being a qualifying
new medicine)".

59 Exemptions in respect of herbal remedies
Section 28 of the principal Act is amended by adding the

following subsection:

"(3) This section does not apply to a herbal remedy that is a
qualifying new medicine."

60 Exemption for medicine required by medical
practitioner

Section 29 of the principal Act is amended by adding the

following subsection:

"(4) This section does not apply to a medicine that is a qualifying
new medicine."

9 October 2003

Prke code: 1

Legislative history

Divided from New Organisms and Other Matters Bill
(Bill 47-2) as Bill 47-3C

Wellington. New Zealand: Published under the authority of the
House of Representatives-1003 47!]t58
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